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Google Business Profile (GBP), previously known as Google My Business, is 
a free business listing intended for local businesses to manage their online 
presence on Google Search and Google Maps. 

After creating a Google Business Profile, your firm’s listing shows up 
directly in searches and Google Maps, helping potential clients find your 
website (where they can discover answers to their legal questions and 
connect with your firm).

First steps, features, and 
leveraging Google Business 
Profile for your small law firm

https://www.lawlytics.com/
http://LawLytics.com
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STEP 1:  Create an account with Google

To create a Google Business Profile, you must first have an account 
with Google. If you haven’t already done so, create an account.

FIRST STEPS

STEP 2: Add your firm to Google Maps

Navigate to the Google Business 
Profile Manager and follow the 
steps to create your profile.

OR 

1. Navigate to Google Maps.

2. Enter your firm’s office address in 
the search bar, right-click anywhere 
on the map and select “Add Your 
Business”. Or, select “Add Your 
Business” from the dropdown 
menu in the top left corner. 

https://www.lawlytics.com/
https://accounts.google.com/signin
https://business.google.com/create
https://business.google.com/create
https://www.google.com/maps
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Add your office address, website address, and 
office phone number. Double check for accuracy.

Add a suite number if applicable and check that 
your office location appears correctly on the map.

Verify your firm’s office address. Google will 
send a postcard to your office address that contains a 
randomized code to submit in the GBP Manager portal.

Select a Primary business category. Be as specific 
as possible to your practice area as this will help 
potential clients find your firm. If your practice area isn’t 
listed, choose a general category such as Law Firm.

Add up to 9 additional subcategories. These 
can include your additional practice areas but should 
not be used for the purpose of “keyword stuffing.”

Add your firm description. Briefly mention the 
areas you serve, the services you provide, and why a 
potential client should hire you using search keywords.

Add your services. Select these from Google’s 
available options or create a custom service.

Add labels. Labels work as keyword tags that 
help match potential clients to your business 
listing based on their search query.

Upload images. Use recent, high-quality images for your 
firm’s logo, attorney/staff headshot(s), and office photos.

COMPLETE YOUR GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE

https://www.lawlytics.com/
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GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE FEATURES

Reviews 
One of the most effective ways to stand out among your 
local competitors is to have a regular influx of positive 
client reviews. Reviews can influence potential clients 
when deciding whether to hire you. Your Google reviews 
are also a perfect place to pull from when managing 
recommendations on your website.  
 
Beyond the star rating of your review, potential clients 
take into consideration the date, legitimacy, quantity, 
length, detail, and sentiment of your available reviews. 
It’s vital to take charge of the narrative and actively 
respond to all client reviews. If the review happens 
to be negative or bogus, it’s especially important 
that you respond quickly and put it to rest.

Messaging 
The Messaging feature on GBP is optional for businesses 
and can provide potential clients with a way to inquire 
about legal issues directly through your listing. Lawyers can 
manage incoming messages through the mobile app or on 
the desktop site.  
 
Note: It’s recommended to have a consistent method for 
monitoring and responding to these messages as an ignored 
message may result in a lost client or a negative review.

https://www.lawlytics.com/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/how-to-add-reviews-recommendations-with-lawlytics/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/how-to-add-reviews-recommendations-with-lawlytics/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/what-makes-a-good-review/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/what-makes-a-good-review/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/handle-law-firm-bad-review-online/
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Q&As 
Take your GBP a step further by adding a Q&A section 
to answer frequently asked questions your potential 
clients may have. This may be an easy step if your 
website already has a FAQ page to pull from, but you 
can also consider questions you typically hear from 
clients during the intake process. When responding to 
questions on your Google Business Profile, link relevant 
pages from your firm’s website in your answers to 
prompt potential clients to learn more on your website.

Updates 
The Updates feature of your Google Business Profile allows 
you to make announcements up to 1,500 characters. 
It’s a great place to link out to new blog posts on your 
firm’s website or your website’s practice area pages. New 
Updates appear directly on your GBP and show up in 
search results and Google Maps.  
 
Note: While an Update is a perfect place to link to your firm’s 
website, do not list your phone number. This is a violation 
of Google Posts guidelines “to avoid the risk of abuse.”

GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE FEATURES (cont.)

https://www.lawlytics.com/
https://www.lawlytics.com/blog/good-law-firm-website-faq-page/
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Performance Insights provide an inside look at 
how web users find your GBP listing. It focuses 
on how they’re using Google and Google Maps 
to find your firm and what they’re doing once 
they find it. Data on GBP Insights includes listing 
views, searches, and actions.
 
To access your GBP Performance Insights, 
navigate to your Business Profile. Select 
“Promote” and then select “Performance.”

GOOGLE BUSINESS PROFILE PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS

Below is a complete list of the different ways to understand how 
potential clients are interacting with your listing:

 
How they find your listing 
- Search terms and keywords 
- In Maps or in Google Searches 

What they view 
- Photos 
- Reviews

Actions they take 
- Direction requests  
- Phone calls 
- Website clicks 
- Messages

https://www.lawlytics.com/
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Potential clients find Google Business Profiles useful for a variety 
of reasons such as finding your firm’s website, contact information, 
reading reviews, and getting quick directions to your office. GBP also 
makes it easy for searchers to compare local businesses by toggling 
between listings in Google Maps. 

Drive traffic back to your firm’s website 
by utilizing additional GBP features 
such as Reviews, Messaging, Q&As, and 
Updates while monitoring your GBP 
Insights for additional guidance in your 
marketing decisions. These features 
can be an extension of your website, 
acting as additional touch points to 
lead potential clients to your website 
resources. It is useful to build out these 
features while keeping a clear and open 
channel to your firm’s website.

Google Business Profile is just one of the many ways lawyers can get 
ahead of their local competition and improve their SEO: A robust GBP 
acts as a perfect complement to your website to increase your firm’s 
visibility on Google and attract more clients.

If you have questions about how to target your ideal client online, 
we’d love to help. Email us at info@lawytics.com today. 

LEVERAGING GBP FOR YOUR FIRM’S MARKETING 

https://www.lawlytics.com/
http://info@lawytics.com
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